
   

 

GLS Paper Format 

 

PAGE.   Use a font (typically 11 or 12 pitch; this is 11 pitch) that renders approximately 300-350 words per page, with 

one-inch margins all around. Your last name and the page number  (Wicker 14) should appear in the upper right 

corner of every page except the first.  No separate title page is necessary, but a title should appear approximately 30% 

from the top of Page One.   

 
SPACING.   Double-space all work, whether in draft or final copy, unless otherwise directed.  

 
PARAGRAPHS 
 

• Left-indent the first line of each paragraph one inch.  

 

• Do NOT insert an extra line of white space after a paragraph (as in single-spaced business format), unless 

you are trying to indicate the beginning of a new multiparagraph section.  

 

• Do not right-justify: leave a ragged right margin.  

 
HEADINGS.   It is often helpful to introduce a new section with a heading, but note that a heading cannot do any work 

within your argument beyond pointing the way in a general sense; it is by definition superfluous.  Capitalize all but the 

most trivial words in titles or headings.   

 
SENTENCES 

 

• Use standard, formal grammar.   Construct sentences around strong, direct verbs, paired with clear agents of 

action.  Eliminate all unnecessary words.   

 

• First Person.  It is fine to use first person voice (“I don’t intend…,” “my point is…”) to lead readers through an 

argument.   

 

• Present Tense.  Normally, use present tense to refer to what is said or done within a text, unless you want to 

emphasize its historic nature, or contrast an event with a past event within a text. 

 
QUOTATIONS 
 

• Use standard American double quotation marks (“like this”) for all quotes; use single quotation marks only 

for quotes within quotes (note: British style is different).  

 

• Commas and periods always belong inside quotation marks (note: British style is different) unless the 

quotation is immediately followed by a parenthetical citation, in which case the period or comma follows the 

citation.  (You get some choice about where to place the parenthetical citation in the sentence, although end 

placement is always acceptable.)  

o Having declared his rivals to be “enemies of God” (Chassen 224), King Throg was in no position to 

parley with them.  [MLA Format] 

o Having declared his rivals to be “enemies of God,” King Throg was in no position to parley with them 

(Chassen 224).  [MLA Format] 
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• Block format (single-spaced and indented 5-6 spaces left and right) should be used for any quotations 

approaching four lines. When thus formatted, the quoted material does not take quotation marks, and the 

parenthetical citation stands at the very end, after the last period. Following such a quote, do not left-indent 

the first line of your own text, unless you are beginning a new paragraph.  

 
CITATION/DOCUMENTATION 

• While there are a few fields with very specialized format and citation styles (such as law, medicine, 

engineering), there tends to be agreement within broad disciplines:  

o The Humanities tend to use the Modern Language Association (MLA) format.  

o History often uses “Chicago,” or the Chicago Manual of Style, first developed for the University of 

Chicago Press. (“Turabian” refers to Kate Turabian’s manual, which is a version of Chicago style, but 

includes variants for humanities and social science.) 

 

o The Social Sciences tend to use the American Psychological Association (APA) format.  

o The Physical Sciences tend to use the Council of Science Editors (CSE) format, although there are 

many field-specific formats as well.  

 
• Which citation format should you use?  Because we are an interdisciplinary program, you often get a good 

deal of latitude.   Use the format of the field you find closest or most appropriate for the method you are 

employing in your own research.  A hint: take a look at the format of the sources you cite.  What format do 

they use in citing their sources?  

 

 

Citation Format Sites 

o Duke Library has collected some good citation and format links, which you can 

access at http://library.duke.edu/research/citing/index.html. 

o Students often find Purdue’s Online Writing Lab (OWL) a good source for writing 

advice.  Visit their Research and Citation Resources page at 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/.  

 

 

OTHER 

 

• Numbers.  Spell out numbers ten and below, as well as round numbers such as “seventy,” “one thousand,” 

etc. (unless you are dealing with math, money or statistics). 

 

• Titles.  Italicize the titles of long forms (e.g. journals, books, films and television series).  Save quotation marks 

for the titles of short forms (e.g. essays, stories, poems, songs and episodes).   
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The Coconuts Are Heading Down the Flume: 

A Model of Essay Format 

 

 

I don’t believe I’m going out on a limb to claim that the format of an academic essay is less 

important than the content.  Of course, that statement already assumes that any format issues are 

minor, a mere matter of margins or punctuation or house style.  Such a perspective makes the good-

faith assumption that an academic essay will be written in a mutually-intelligible language, either on 

paper or computer screen, in some legible fashion that more-or-less conforms to the current 

communication standards of the Western world.  It takes for granted that such essays will not be, say, 

transmitted by semaphore, nor mowed into the professor’s front lawn in four-foot-high letters, nor 

written in an invisible but smellable chemical code on sheets of silk, nor communicated through the 

carefully-timed release of empty coconut shells into the log flume ride at Six Flags amusement park.  So 

perhaps that is why format issues are so minor: they are by definition restricted to a very small range of 

possibilities.  It’s all too easy to rule out any major format deviations.  

Still, format matters.  It’s not as important as content, but it allows you to communicate your 

content.  After all, there is no such thing as form without content, or content without form; each is 

inextricably implicated in the other.  If you don’t pay attention to format, it can get in the way of what 

you’re trying to say. 

So while a lot of academic format details may seem trivial, they actually have a purpose.   For 

example, why should you submit everything (draft or final copy) you ever write in double space?   

Because this is an academic trick for bringing more voices into the conversation you have started: 
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double spacing allows your professor, or editor or friend to mark up your essay, to engage with your 

ideas, to interact with you on paper.  (So this may change as we shift from paper to electronic essays.)  

From this flow other elements of academic style: because you are writing in double space already, you 

do not (as in business writing format) need to indicate paragraph breaks with extra lines of white space 

between paragraphs.  Instead, simply indent the first line of each paragraph six spaces or so (I myself 

use the tab key).   

Notice, too, that the right margin is “ragged” – and not straight, like the left margin.  If both 

margins are straight (as in a newspaper or magazine article), most word processing programs employ a 

proportional spacing regime which makes reading more difficult – which is hard on your professor’s 

eyes.    And please always number your pages, even in draft: if I get them out of order while I’m marking 

them, it can be hard to figure out where they belong.  

 

What Happens in Calibri 

Don’t forget that you can use white space strategically, to indicate where one section of thought 

ends and the next one begins.  You can even use a heading, either flush left (as I do here) or centered, 

depending on your taste.  I’ve also bumped this heading up from 11 pitch to 12 pitch, but I’m not sure it 

really shows in this font (Calibri). In a long, complex paper, you might even have more than one level of 

heading, in which case the pitch and placement of the heading can be used to indicate whether we have 

arrived at a new subsection or a new full section.    

Notice too that I began a new section just a few paragraphs in from the beginning of the paper.  

That’s not at all unusual in a longer paper, which may need a three or four paragraph introduction to set 

up (at the end) the thesis statement that represents your overall argument.   In a longer paper, there is 

often a new section with its own heading immediately after the introduction, as I have indicated here.    

The same pattern typically occurs in a shorter paper – say a four or five pager -- but with a shorter intro- 
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